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This text is the most attractively designed and the most communicative introduction to Japanese

available, covering all 4 skills - including reading and writing characters - with integral coverage of

contemporary Japanese culture and supported by the most complete package on the market.
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Most of every page is wasted with blank spots where nothing is written, and even after that it is a

thin book. Most of the Japanese is overly polite in a way that makes you think it is normal and not

much material is covered in this book even though it is expensive. If I had the option for half stars it

would be a one and a half. It teaches Japanese pretty much like all the other textbooks except it

isn't as good as Genki, yesjapan's series, or Foundations of the Japanese Language. If you need

an introductory book it isn't a complete waste of money as it does go over the basics, personally I

think it is a shame that so many colleges use it. As a self learning book depending on your attention

span I would go with either the yesjapan series, (although it doesn't cover much material) or if you

have a large attention span I think Foundations of the Japanese Language is the best although

some of it's examples are outdated.So, not recommended at all but there are worse books out

there.

Good learning book



had to get it for class

The book has been very helpful and was very informative. unfortunately, i found out from my sensei

that i required the lvl 2 book instead of this one.but i still ended up using this as a reference. it was

very well taken care of as well. but anyways. Thanks XD

The sender provided a textbook in excellent condition. At first, I received a more advanced copy

than I had ordered. After a courteous exchange of emails, the sender not only provided the desired

text promptly but allowed me to keep the more advanced copy at no charge.

good

This book focuses on getting you to SPEAK Japanese. It doesn't just shove grammar down your

throat, but it's main goal is getting the student to speak and that has been very useful to me.A great

text.

It was CHEAP!!!! The book came nice and crisp. You could tell it was used but it still looked like new

even though it was considered Good. I thought it was in great condition. No writing. It was mainly

clean.No torn corners like the ones given to us at school that have tape all over. Good seller. That is

all. Just buy it!
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